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Covers basic operations through more complex activities for both the Casio FX-260 calculator and

longhand problems. Announcing the ultimate GED test review series For the nearly one million

North Americans who take the GED exam every year, readiness is a key ingredient for success.

McGraw-Hill's GED Test series, which reflects the new 2002 test guidelines, is dedicated to

preparing students to pass each of the five GED subject exams. This focused format allows

students to pretest for strengths and weaknesses in a given subject, thoroughly review core content

areas, and finally check their exam-readiness with a full-length posttest in GED format. A complete

answer key, which explains why each answer is correct and test-taking strategies, increases the

odds of success.
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Create your own path to GED success with help from McGraw-Hill's GED test series The newly

revised McGraw-Hill's GED test series helps you develop the skills you need to pass all five areas of

the GED test. Presented in a clear, appealing format, these books offer many opportunities for test

practice and explain the essential concepts of each subject so you can succeed on every portion of

the GED exam. The series covers:Language Arts, Reading * Language Arts, Writing * Mathematics

* Science * Social Studies McGraw-Hill's GED Mathematics guides you through the GED

preparation process step-by-step. A Pretest helps you find out your strengths and weaknesses so



you can create a study plan to fit your needs. The following chapters introduce you to math

concepts on which hundreds of GED questions are based. Then check your understanding of these

ideas with the Posttest, presented in the GED format. You can then see how ready you are for the

big exam by taking the full-length Practice Test. McGraw-Hill's GED Mathematics includes:  Clear

instructions to show you how to use number grids and coordinate plane grids Instruction and

frequent practice with the Casio fx-260 calculator Problem-solving strategies to help you understand

word problems Easy-to-follow lessons to develop essential math skills in whole numbers, decimals,

fractions, percents, ratios, data analysis, geometry, and algebra  With McGraw-Hill's GED

Mathematics, you will sharpen your study skills for test success!

McGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are dedicated to improving the

lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwide

This is the one and only book to get to study for a passing GED score!! My son dropped out of

school in the eleventh grade because he just couldn't take the bullying anymore. So, I read the

reviews on  and ordered it. He studied about 6 mo. and passed with above average scores in all

areas but math. However, math has always been a problem subject for him ,but he did pass it. He is

now in college and doing well.This is the second McGraw Hill book I've ordered from . My son

passed the first one on to his buddy which passed as well!! I now home school my other son out (17

Aspergers/Bipolar)of the new one. It really is great.

It's amazing how a book can change your life. I wasn't able to attend any of the ged preparation

classes in my area, so the book allowed me to work on what I needed help with at home. I passed

all areas on my first try after studying with it!!!! I'm now enrolled in college.The tests on the cd are

similar to the real tests. My advice is to take the prestests first, work on what you need ,and don't

overlaod yourself trying to dive into the book first. Oh yeah, don't forget to take the postests after

you've studied. I also took the postests again couple days before I took the tests. One last bit of

advice, if you can don't take all five at once. I took two a week on separate days then the last one,

so I could focus on studying one area at a time. If you do that you'll surely pass! McGraw-Hill's Ged

rocks!!!!

Perfect Everything!!!!!!!!



Used with my GED students. Good resource.

A friend of mine bought me a used copy and today when I received my book I found the bottom of

the first 39 pages curling back on themselves, a partial M&M wrapper, several questions already

filled in, and the CD-ROM almost broken completely in half. I expected a few imperfections with it

being used but this is ridiculous. I have bought many things from here and never once had a

problem with any of them. I am sure the curled back pages are from the book not being stabilized

properly in the box and being tossed around but its quite sad when you wait anxiously for days to

get it then find numerous problems. Very disappointed.

This book was a life saver! I was able to graduate with my diploma. It had everything I needed from

history to math. It has the answers in the back of the book which was Extremely helpful with

checking answers.

This is a great GED preparation book. I came to US from Europe, and my high school diploma was

llast in war, so i could never prove that i had one. I decided to go for GED instead. This book is truly

great. English isn't my first language, and my math skills are seriously lacking (i am talking about

that extra hard stuff, that nobody will even need or apply in their regular life).Still this book was

super easy for me, and i managed to aced all my practice tests. Explanations are simple, and all

lessons actually make sense. I especially loved english, and i grew fond of math as well(who would

have think that will ever happen).There is load of free space around all text portions to write notes,

and practice some math as well. I have to say though, my book didn't come with CD. I did purchase

it brand new, so i am not sure what happened to the CD, but i never had intention of actually using

the disk anyways.At the same time i was studying from this GED book, i also had full GED

preparation test online fully paid, but after only couple of days i quit those and came back to the

book.Admittedly, i found a very nice job and soon after started my own business, so i never got to

actually test for GED, but i have no doubt that i would pass with flying colors thanks to this awesome

book. Buy it, you won't be sorry!

I ordered this book to help me refresh on math. I think the book was fairly good and accurate to

studying the G.E.D. My only complaint is how big the book is, and it INCLUDES EVERYTHING

including adding/subtraction and can be a bit to confusing as to what to really study. The C.D. was

ok, wish it walked you through problems step by step.I did not want to retake the 2014 GED



because my scores was erased.I got my diploma through SECRETGEDLOOPHOLE.COM and I

was able to get my accredited diploma from home and this book helped me a lot when taking the

exams. I now have my diploma and finally pursued my dreams to go to college!
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